B T- 5 0
ACCESSORIES

EXTERIOR ST YLING
Be adventurous with your BT-50 and protect it with these tough
and stylish accessories. Mazda Bull Bars are fully airbag
compatible, ensuring safety and durability on those long drives.
Black Alloy Sports Bar
Black Steel Bull Bar - Also available in Polished Alloy
Black Tubular Side Steps
Soft Tonneau Cover

M A K E YO U R
M A Z DA E V E N
M O R E R E WA R D I N G
The powerful Mazda BT-50
can take you on any adventure.
Combining durability with
superior passenger comfort.
Personalise and protect your
BT-50 with Genuine Accessories
by Mazda that deliver superb
design, quality and safety, all
backed by a Genuine Mazda
Warranty. Genuine Accessories
by Mazda give you even more
Zoom-Zoom.

4x4 Double Cab Limited in Titanium Flash Mica.
Lightforce Driving Lights (not available in New Zealand)

BL ACK SPORTS BAR & SOF T
TONNE AU COVER
Add sports appeal and keep your BT-50’s load
compartment secure with this durable soft tonneau
cover and black sports bar.

POLISHED SPORTS BAR
Add sports appeal and keep your BT-50 load compartment
secure with this tough polished sports bar.

HARD TONNE AU COVER

FRONT PARKING SENSORS

REVERSE PARKING SENSORS

Keep your cargo secure with the lockable protection of a durable hard tonneau cover.
Available exclusively for utilities, with or without sports bar fitted. Double Cabs only.

Manoeuvre your BT-50 into tight spaces with front
sensors that give you audible guidance.

Park your BT-50 with ease with this two-system warning.
A warning tone helps prevent bumper damage by alerting
you to obstacles.

BL ACK NUDGE BAR

POLISHED NUDGE BAR

Enhances the look of your BT-50 while adding extra
protection. (Driving lights not available in New Zealand.
Not compatible with Front Parking Sensors).

Toughen up the front of your BT-50. Offers extra
protection. (Driving lights not available in New Zealand.
Not compatible with Front Parking Sensors).

DECK LINER

POLISHED ALLOY BULL BAR

FENDER FL ARES

Surface protection tailored to your BT-50. This durable liner is highly resistant to UV light
and withstands exposure to chemicals like paint and fuel.

Built tough and designed to absorb collisions, this
airbag compatible bull bar is the perfect addition for
those seeking adventure.

Protect your BT-50’s bodywork from rocks and road
debris while drawing attention to its impressive wheel
arches. Fender flares are available in matte black
(front only or front and rear available).

MAT TE BL ACK BONNET PROTECTOR

CLE AR BONNET PROTECTOR

WE ATHERSHIELDS

SLIMLINE WE ATHERSHIELDS

Keep your paintwork safe from chips and dents
(driving lights not available in New Zealand).

Protect your BT-50’s bonnet from costly damage
(driving lights not available in New Zealand).

Made from UV-resistant acrylic, weathershields let fresh
air in while keeping the elements out (front only).

Allow fresh air into the cabin whatever the weather,
allowing heat to escape and preventing windows from
fogging (set of two or four).

HE ADLIGHT PROTECTORS

POLLISHED L ADDER R ACK FOR SPORTS BAR

CANOPIES “BEAUT UTES”

CANOPIES “CROWN”

Protect your BT-50’s headlamps from damage caused
by road debris.

Transport ladders and other long items securely with
a rack that’s made for the job. Holds up to 75kg.
Also available in black.

Provides convenient access, protection for your
belongings and increased storage space.

Provides convenient access, protection for your
belongings and increased storage space.

TOWBAR

SNORKEL

RUNNING BOARDS – FL AT

RUNNING BOARDS - TUBE BL ACK

A custom tow bar made specifically to accommodate the
BT-50’s impressive braked towing capacity of 3,500kg
braked, 750kg unbraked and 235kg maximum tow ball
download.

Allows the engine to breathe in dusty conditions or
through water crossings.

Ideal for protecting the lower panels against damage
caused by stones and other abrasive elements, as well
as a stepping stone to reach the roof.

Step out in style with these air bag compatible Steel
Tubular Side Steps.

TAILGATE ‘EZ DOWN’

CARPET FLOOR MATS

RUBBER FLOOR MATS

ALL WE ATHER FLOOR MATS

Equip your tailgate with a damper that offers soft-release,
hands-free lowering.

Customised mats to prolong the life of your carpets.
These durable mats include a heel pad for the driver’s side.

Heavy-duty mats custom-made for complete coverage.

Featuring dished shaped sides, to trap mud, sand,
snow and moisture. Easy clean, and protecting your
vehicles interior.

HE AD LIGHT TRIM – BL ACK

TAIL LIGHT TRIM - BL ACK

SINGLE 12-VOLT AUXIL ARY SOCKET

DOUBLE 12-VOLT AUXIL ARY SOCKET

Enhance the look plus added protection for your
headlights with these black trims.

Enhance the look plus added protection for your Tail Lights
with these black trims.

Operate electrical appliances on-the-go with an
independent 15-amp socket.

Power electrical appliances with two in-built 12-amp
sockets with smart circuit battery protection and handy
touch light. Fitted with one start 12V and one Merit socket.

ALLOY TR ADE TOP – BL ACK/SILVER

SCUFF PL ATES

MOBILE PHONE HOLDER

Strong, robust and durable Aluminium Hard lids for
your work or family ute. Rail kits sold separately.

Protect door sills from scuffs and scratches with this stylish
addition to your BT-50.

MIRROR-INTEGR ATED REVERSE PARKING
CAMER A
This handy screen conveniently works with your
rear-view mirror to visualise any hidden obstacles and
guide you into the tightest of spots like a pro.

Safe, stylish and compatible with many phones, this holder
gives drivers easy phone visibility and access. Allows for
portrait and landscape use.

ALSO AVAILABLE
Trailer Wiring Harness
Roof Racks
Daytime Running Lights
Snow Chains
Kayak Holder
Lockable Bike Rack Wheel On
Lockable Bike Rack Wheel Off
Universal Carrier Skis/Snowboard

All care is taken to ensure the accuracy of this brochure and
availability of items at the time of publication, however, to
the extent permitted by law, Mazda Motors of New Zealand
Limited will not be liable for any loss suffered or incurred by
a purchaser or prospective purchaser if the content is
inaccurate or not up to date, or if it withdraws any products
in the brochure from the market. Equipment shown in the
brochure is for illustrative purposes only and does not come
standard with the vehicle, or as Genuine Accessories by
Mazda. Specifications, features and availability may vary and
may change without notice. Please refer to mazda.co.nz or
consult your Mazda Dealer prior to placing an order to
ascertain current information on availability, specifications,
features and prices. Genuine Accessories by Mazda fitted at
the point of sale of a new Mazda BT-50 are covered under
the Mazda 3-year or 150,000 kilometre (whichever should
occur first). Genuine Accessories by Mazda fitted after the
sale of a new Mazda vehicle are covered by 12 months or
Lifeforce Driving Lights not available in New Zealand.

10,000 kilometre (whichever should occur first) warranty.
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